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If your business is experiencing decreasing revenues, shrinking budgets and increasing uncertainty …
you cannot afford to focus on talent. Right? Actually, wrong. This is the time when new market leaders
emerge and fortunes are made. Everyone in your industry shares in the pain. This is your organization’s
opportunity to think strategically and invest in order to make relative gains against your competition
and avoid knee-jerk or ineffective responses to external pressures that destroy value.
Based on work with more than 2,000 leading businesses on maximizing people performance,
SuccessFactors recommends the following 4 strategies that deliver superior results in adverse
economic conditions:
1. E
 stablish clarity of goals and rapidly align your workforce to execute the new strategy —
When change is forced upon your business by the external environment, you cannot afford to lose
focus or to delay the necessary course shift.
2. C
 ut with precision, if you must, but not bluntly — If layoffs become necessary, view them as
your chance to weed out the low performers and let your best talent grow. Optimize the workforce!
3. F ocus on your core talent and invest where it counts — Identify the talent that will be essential for
your new strategic direction and invest heavily when others are cutting. Turmoil is when leaders emerge.
4. Be transparent — Avoid the rumor mills. During uncertain times, transparency drives trust and
employee engagement. Companies with high trust financially outperform those with low trust.
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Breaking the Negative Spiral
of Uncertainty
Imagine your organization is facing a high-degree of economic turbulence. Here are some of the
negative effects that your business may experience:
Mixed messages (or silence) from leadership about the course of action can lead to:
• Eroded confidence in the company
• Confusion around expectation and execution
• More speculation and rumors
Without bonus or extra recognition, top-performers are likely to be:
• Less productive
• More frustrated by un-differentiated processes
• More willing to consider external opportunities
Under-performers are:
• Less likely to leave voluntarily
• A costly drain on precious compensation budgets
• More likely to bring down morale
Business results are dismal:
• Markedly decreased agility
• Less capable and motivated team
• Lower growth, profits, and shareholder value relative to peers
That is the bad news. The good news is that you can turn to strategies that counter the negative impact
of these effects. In working with over 2,000 organizations, SuccessFactors has observed 4 ways in which
leading organizations can get out this downward cycle — and even make relative gains on the competition.
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1. Establish clarity of new goals and align your workforce.
In these times of rapid change and heightened uncertainty, possibilities for relative gains seem
endless. Downturns make the impossible dramatically possible. For you and for your competitors.
If you know what your company needs to succeed tomorrow, a recession is the best time to buy or build
those assets. It’s easier to move upstream or downstream, develop a breakthrough innovation, take
key customers away from competitors, and achieve operational efficiency.
But knowing is not enough.
Managers must find ways to boost their company’s strategic agility — ability to respond to
opportunities and threats more rapidly. Herein lies the challenge.
Executing change is never easy, especially if the new strategy requires a cultural change. But mobilizing
people becomes particularly challenging when your organization is distracted by the lack of clarity.
Agile organizations can successfully drive and monitor activities related to the strategic objectives.
They adopt best practices to:
• Facilitate clear communication of goals and line-of-sight
• Provide real-time accountability and visibility into project status
• Take action if individuals fall behind on goals
This organizational-wide alignment translates into financial performance relative to industry peers:
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Source: Berggren & Fitz-enz, How Smart HCM Drives Financial Performance, 2006.
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Questions to Ask*

How effectively are you able to steer the ship?
Are your people aligned?
• Do all your employees know what is expected of them?
• Can you rapidly commit people resources to new courses of
action in response to changes in the external environment?
• Can you instantly communicate the new course of action and
ensure employees map their own projects and priorities to them?
• Do you have the ability to see all project activity?
To check progress real-time?
• Can you act promptly when it’s time to halt or reverse existing
resource commitments?
*Companies can ask these questions any time, but the pressure of a challenging economic environment
puts a premium on having the answers
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2. Cut with precision.
Once you know the strategic goals for your organization, focus on costs. But avoid the traditional
across-the-board cut. If you trim the wrong 10%, you could destroy most of the firm’s value today. You
could undermine your growth tomorrow. You could alienate the remaining employees. Before making
any big decisions about your workforce, it is first necessary to develop a clear picture of your talent pool.
How well do you know your talent? Poor performance management processes, systems and metrics can
be disguised by strong business conditions. But during down times a lack of solid information on
workforce performance can lead to poor decision making. Moreover, lack of information can also delay
hard decisions on downsizing your workforce.
Once you know who your bottom performers are, for example, you can immediately save money by
either reducing their pay or letting them go.

Questions to Ask

Are you prepared to make touGh decisionS about your
workforce? Who should stay AND who should go?
• What is the cost of terminating an A-player while simultaneously
keeping a C-player? What message does that send to the
remaining employees?
• If you had to make the cuts, can you:
• Identify the bottom 10%? 20%?
• Identify stars in your underperforming businesses?
• Ensure that they won’t be lost or de-motivated?

• Do employees believe last years’ compensation decisions were
fair and realistic?
• Do your top-performers and bottom-performers get the same
bonuses? Are they equally affected by the pay freezes?
• Are you over-paying your under-performers?
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3. Focus on your core talent and invest where it counts.
Not all positions are created equal. Some positions are simply more critical to the successful
execution of your business strategy. Are you investing accordingly in those positions — whether your
strategy is defensive or offensive?
Your top talent — loyal in the good times — may get anxious, frustrated and disenchanted in a
downturn. And unlike the under-performers, who stay put in a downturn, top performers have more
opportunities to leave you.
Good employees are always valuable, but high performers that can help you grow your business against
the broader market trend are like fine diamonds — and should be treasured accordingly. If high performers
make a disproportionate contribution to the success of your business, shouldn’t your organization
make a disproportionate investment in identifying them, developing them, and paying them?
In retail banking — an industry facing a severe economic downturn — forward-thinking organizations
are looking to invest in key talent today, so that they can be ready to capitalize on the opportunity
when the market rebounds. Says Brent Carter, Vice President Talent Management and Workforce
Planning at Fifth Third Bank:

“We want talent focus to be year-round. It should be just part of a manager’s
job, a leader’s job, to focus on talent:
Am I optimizing the talent that I have?
Am I developing them?
Am I very clear on expectations?
Am I clear on where their performance levels should be?
Am I providing the feedback I need to?
 And I think a lot of companies maybe don’t realize that. They’re focused so
…
much on the bottom line, they’re not focusing on talent. I think we’re going to
be much better prepared when that bubble opens up.”
Source: “Fifth Third Bank: Putting People First” Talent Management Magazine, June 2008.
Note: Fifth Third is a 22,000 employee retail bank and a SuccessFactors’ customer.
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Questions to Ask

Does your top talent know how critical they are for your
business in the bad times as well as the good times?
If you are pursuing a defensive strategy to minimize your risk,
do you know the talent that can help you:
• Know and manage financials, cash
• Re-negotiate with vendors, landlords, customers
• Forecast and manage key external business drivers
• Acquire and retain the most profitable customers
If you are pursuing an offensive strategy to capitalize on your
competitors’ weaknesses, do you know the talent that can help you:
• Expand into geographies/segments where competition has
weakened?
• Provide solutions that exploit competitors’ vulnerabilities?
• Adapt your selling proposition for the new customer environment?
• Acquire competitors at bargain prices?
For either strategy:
• Can you launch the right rewards mix (development, compensation,
etc.) to retain these individuals critical to your business?
• Do you have visibility into bench strength and successor
readiness for all key positions?
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4. Be transparent. Communicate. Communicate. Communicate.
Executing these strategies isn’t enough. You must also make sure that people understand what
you’re doing and why. Market your message internally: Tell your employees your firm’s recession-ready
strategy — a strategy based on the realities of the marketplace. Especially target your top-performer
and opinion-setters. If you are shifting your business strategy, show the role that everybody will play,
show how you will realign incentive structures and reporting systems. This will help maintain loyalty
and morale, and increases the acceptance of cuts and new strategic initiatives.
Fortunately, good morale does not require people to be happy or the market to be booming. In teams with
good morale people’s emotions contribute to, rather than subtract from, the unit achieving its goals.
Many of the best examples of high morale come from situations of great unhappiness and stress — such
as heroic actions in war. Thus, while it may be impossible to make people feel happy while their friends
are being let go, that is not your job. Your job is to build your team’s focus and dedication. You cannot do
so without building trust. And trust, it turns out, pays dividends during and after the turbulence.
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Companies with
Low Trust by 168%
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Three year total return to shareholders
Source: Watson Wyatt: WorkUSA® 2002 – Weathering the Storm: A Study of Employee Attitudes and Opinions.
http://www.watsonwyatt.com/research/printable.asp?id=w-557
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Questions to Ask

Do your employees feel that they’re “in the know”?
Do your employees know…
• Where you are as a business?
• Where the business is heading?
• Your main challenges?
• Your main opportunities?
• What management is committed to do?
• What the employees’ role is (or should be) in this effort?
• What success looks like? When do you expect it to materialize?
• How to measure progress?
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Executing the Four Strategies, Today
Since time is of the essence during uncertainty, you need a solution that can be deployed quickly.
To get the most out of their people in uncertain times, leading organizations leverage software and best
practices to energize their top people, increase workforce productivity, and drive better financial results.

“In times of economic uncertainty, HR systems with long implementation times
face a real risk of obsolescence. By the time implementation is complete, the
business drivers that supported such projects may have changed
dramatically, undermining the benefits. In evaluating alternative HR
solutions, the time to implementation should be an important consideration,
since solutions that can be rapidly implemented are more likely to be in touch
with organization needs and will start producing an investment return much
earlier. This could mean, for example, using existing vendor templates to
bring systems on line quickly, rather than opting for more extensive and
time-consuming customization.”
	“If the Bubble Bursts Will You Be Prepared”
Talent Management Magazine, February 2008

Evidence suggests that on-demand Performance & Talent Management processes bring about better
financial results, including faster top-line and profitability growth relative to industry peers*.
Source: “Strategic Talent Management Solutions and Superior Topline Growth” Saugatuck Technology Inc., March 31, 2008
http://www.successfactors.com/research/financial-advantages
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Summary and Action Plan
During uncertainty, organizations must perform a delicate balancing act: they have to make tough,
data-driven decisions without losing sight of the emotions and concerns of employees.
Above all, organizations must act. Act urgently. Act with insight. Act with foresight. Act with prudence.

What is your action plan?
• How are you going to align and focus your workforce on the new strategies?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
• Where are you going to make informed cuts?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
• Where are you going to make targeted investments?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
• What are you going to do immediately to mitigate effects of uncertainty
on your talent’s morale?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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About SuccessFactors: The Leader in
Performance & Talent Management
SuccessFactors is the leading provider of Performance & Talent Management solutions with more
than 3.7 million end users in 156 countries. With SuccessFactors, your company can directly align every
executive, manager and employee with the mission of your organization. You’ll cover more ground,
faster, with the same resources — achieving the kind of success that moves markets.

An integrated solution
The SuccessFactors Performance and Talent Management Suite is the industry’s first complete suite of
Human Capital Management applications delivered as a service, enabling organizations to rapidly
source, align, develop, motivate, and maintain a high-performance workforce. With seamless
integration across each module, SuccessFactors gives you the visibility to optimize the performance of
your people to drive business results.

A rapid time-to-value
Time is of the essence during uncertainty, so you need a solution that can be delivered quickly.
SuccessFactors’ SaaS (Software as a Service) deployment enables rapid implementations on a
subscription basis to avoid protracted CapEx approvals. In addition, you will minimize risk by going
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